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(71) Applicant: MICROSOFT CORPORATION, (57) ABSTRACT
Redmond, WA (US) Gassupply pressure spikes are absorbed and leveled-out by a
. gas supply shock absorber comprising gas storage, which is

(72) Inventors: Christian L. Belady, Mercer Island, WA charged during positive pressure spikes andutilized during
(US); Sean M.James, Olympia, WA negative pressure spikes. The gas supply shock absorber also
(US) comprises pressure sensing and regulating valves, which

. direct positive pressure spikesto the gas storage and draw gas
(73) Assignee: MICROSOFT CORPORATION, from storage during negative pressure spikes. A backflow

Redmond, WA (US) preventer limits shock absorption to co-located equipment,
but gas supply shock absorbers operate in aggregate to create

(21) Appl. No.: 13/649,100 additional demand during positive pressure spikes and
reduced demand during negative pressure spikes. If the gas

(22) Filed: Oct. 10, 2012 storage has sufficient gas, a co-located data center utilizes
such gas for increased electrical power generation during

Publication Classification increased processing activity, which can be requested or gen-
erated. Conversely,ifthe gas storage has insufficient gas, and

(51) Int. Cl. a negative pressure spike occurs, the data center throttles
FI6L 55/04 (2006.01) downor offloads processing.
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GAS SUPPLY SHOCK ABSORBER FOR
DATACENTER POWER GENERATION

BACKGROUND

[0001] The throughput of communications between mul-
tiple computing devices continues to increase. Modern net-
working hardware enables physically separate computing
devices to communicate with one another orders of magni-
tude faster than was possible with prior generations of net-
working hardware. Furthermore, high-speed network com-
munication capabilities are being made available to a greater
numberof people, both in the locations where people work,
and in their homes.As a result, an increasing amountofdata
and services can be meaningfully provided via such network
communications. Asa result, the utility ofcomputing devices
increasingly lies in their ability to communicate with one
another. For example, users of computing devices tradition-
ally used to utilize computing devices for content creation,
suchasthe creation oftextual documents or graphical images.
Increasingly, however, the most popular utilizations of com-
puting devices are in the browsing of information sourced
from other computing devices, the interaction with other
users of other computing devices, the utilization of the pro-
cessing capabilities of other computing devices andthelike.
[0002] In particular, it has become morepractical to per-
form digital data processing at a location remote from the
location where such datais initially generated, and where the
processed data will be consumed. For example, a user can
upload a digital photograph to a server and then cause the
server to process the digital photograph, changing its colors
and applying othervisual edits to it. In such an example, the
digital processing, such as of the photograph, is being per-
formed by a device that is remote from the user. Indeed, in
such an example, if the user was utilizing a battery-operated
computing device to interact with the server such as, for
example, a laptop or smartphone, the user could be in a
location that was not receiving any electrical powerat all.
Instead, electrical power can have been delivered to the
server, which is remote from the user, and the server can have
utilized electrical powerto process the data provided by the
user and then return the processed data to the user.
[0003] To provide such data and processing capabilities,
via network communications, from a centralized location, the
centralized location typically comprises hundreds or thou-
sands of computing devices, typically mounted in vertically
oriented racks. Such a collection of computing devices, as
well as the associated hardware necessary to support such
computing devices, and the physical structure that houses the
computing devices and associated hardware, is traditionally
referred to as a “data center”. With the increasing availability
of high-speed network communication capabilities, and thus
the increasing provision ofdata andservices from centralized
locations, as well asthe traditionalutilization of data centers,
such as the provision of advanced computing services and
massive amounts ofcomputing processing capability, the size
and quantity of datacenters continuesto increase.
[0004] However, data centers often consumelarge quanti-
ties of electrical power, especially by the computing devices
themselves. Increasingly, the cost ofobtaining suchelectrical
poweris becoming a primary determinant in the economic
success of a data center. Consequently, data centers are being
located in areas where the data centers can obtain electrical

power in a cost-effective manner. In some instances, data
centers are being located in areas that can provide inexpensive

Apr. 10, 2014

electrical power directly, such as areas in which electricity
can be purchased from electrical utilities or governmental
electrical facilities inexpensively. In other instances, how-
ever, data centers are being located in areas where natural
resources, from which electrical power can be derived, are
abundant and can be obtained inexpensively. For example,
natural gas is a byproduct of oil drilling operations and is
often considered a waste byproduct since it cannot be eco-
nomically captured and brought to market. Consequently, in
areas whereoil drilling operations are being conducted, natu-
ral gas is often available for free, or at a minimalcost. As will
be recognized by those skilled in the art, natural gas can be
utilized to generate electrical power, such as, for example,
through a fuel cell or by generating steam to drive a steam
poweredelectrical generator. As another example, municipal
landfills and other like waste treatment and processing cen-
ters can produce a gas commonly referred to as “biogas”
which can, likewise, be utilized to generate electrical power
that can, then, be consumed by the computing devices of a
data center. Unfortunately, gas that is available at reduced cost
cannot always be provided at a well-maintained pressure.
Instead, the pressure at which such gases are provided can
often vary substantially, including both positive and negative
gas pressure spikes where the pressure of the provided gas
increases, or decreases, respectively. Not only can such gas
pressure spikes damage equipmentthat utilizes such gas, but
they can also be disruptive to the entire gas supply network.

SUMMARY

[0005] Inone embodiment, a gas supply shock absorber can
absorb andlevel out gas pressure spikes by storing gas during
positive pressure spikes and then releasing the stored gas
during negative pressure spikes. Such a gas supply shock
absorber can comprise a gas storage for storing gas during
positive pressure spikes, as well as pressure sensing andpres-
sure regulating valves to control the flow of gas into the gas
storage, such as during positive pressure spikes and to control
the flow of gas out of the gas storage, such as during negative
pressure spikes.
[0006] Inyet another embodiment, each individual gas sup-
ply shock absorber can comprise a backflow preventer such
that the gas supply shock absorberonlylevels outgas pressure
spikes for local gas-fed equipment. A sufficient quantity of
such individual gas supply shock absorbers on a gas supply
network can, in aggregate, act to smooth out the gas pressure
on the whole gas supply network, each utilizing their gas
storage to increase the ability to consumegas during positive
pressure spikes and to reduce demandduring negative pres-
sure spikes
[0007] In a further embodiment, a gas supply shock
absorber can be utilized in conjunction with a data center
whoseelectrical poweris providedat least in part by devices
that consumegas to generate electricity. Such a data center
can have varying electrical power demands depending on the
workload of the computing devices of the data center. If a
sufficient quantity of gas is available in the gas storage of the
gas supply shock absorber, an increase in the workloadofthe
computing devices of the data center can be powered by gas
from the gas storage, rather than the consumption of addi-
tional gas from the gas network.
[0008] Ina still further embodiment, if the gas storage ofa
gas supply shock absorberhasa sufficient quantity ofgas, the
data center can request additional processing from other data
centers to consume someofthe gas in the gas storage. Simi-
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